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TKE likely to lose national charter 
By Gwen Farias 
assistant news editor 
Tau Kappa Epsilon probably will 
lose its national charter. 
Mark Fite, national TKE director 
of chapter services, said official ac- 
tion will be taken Dec. 27 by the 
Grand Council at their national con- 
vention. 
TKE will remain an active chapter 
until then. But the policy of the na- 
tional chapter has been to remove 
the charter of a group not receiving 
university recognition. "We do not 
go   against   the   wishes   of   a 
university," Fite said. 
The fraternity here was notified 
Nov. 21 that it had lost university 
support. The decision was made 
after a hazing incident that occurred 
during the Nov. 11-12 weekend as 
part of Rush. 
Fite said a national TKE represen- 
tative on Monday asked JMU to 
reconsider its decision. 
"The university chose not to 
reconsider. They will not grant an 
appeal. It's not open for 
discussion," he said. 
Five TKE pledges were driven 
somewhere  off  Interstate  81   and J 
picked up by police while walking 
back to JMU. The police returned 
the students to the campus security 
office. Later, the names of those 
students matched names on a TKE 
pledge list. 
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students, 
said the incident was the "final 
straw." 
In making the decision, the ad- 
ministration looked "at the overall 
picture ... the history of the 
chapter," he said. 
But Daniel said a group with a 
clean record might have been 
disciplined the same way. 
"It's an unfortunate thing to have 
to come to this," he said. He said the 
situation is "sad. They had been a 
strong group on campus for a 
number of years." 
Frank Graviano, TKE president, 
said, "The people in our fraternity 
are extremely sad about what hap- 
pened." 
But the group will continue to be 
active. "We are all going to stick 
together as a group. We all feel that 
the fraternity is not in the name, but 
the people in the organization," he 
said. 
See TKE, page 2 »► 
A crowd for a 
computer 
Seniors Dave 
Wheeler (front) and 
Jason Tate (leaning 
against wall) wait for 
a computer terminal 
with about 50 other 
students in a cor- 
ridor in Harrison Hall 
Wednesday. The 
students, trying to 
finish final projects, 
were vying for places 
on 38 computers. 
This photo was taken 
at 2:50 p.m. Wednes- 
day. Wheeler and 
Tate had been in line 
since 6:30 a.m. 
(Photo by Greg Flet- 
cher) , 
Carrier to visit Arkansas next week for interview 
By Tammy Scarton 
news editor 
President Ronald Carrier will be interviewed at 
the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville Monday 
for the position of chancellor. 
Carrier is one of three final candidates for the 
position. 
Carrier must decide if he wants to work at the 
university while Arkansas administrators decide if 
he is the best applicant for the job, said Dr. John 
Meriwether, search committee chairman. 
On Tuesday, University of Arkansas President 
James Martin said, "There will be no job offers 
next week — at least I don't anticipate any." 
Martin, who presides over the chancellors at all 
four main Arkansas campuses, will choose the 
chancellor. 
-  Martin said he is not working under a deadline, 
"but I hope it will be filled soon." 
Carrier will meet with the 25-member search 
committee during his visit, Meriwether saicL Car- 
rier also will meet deans, faculty members, alumni, 
non-academic staff members and students. 
"We want to expose him to the complete 
entity," Meriwether said. "We're looking for so- 
meone with experience and sensitivity. We need 
somebody who can lead and bring together all the 
diverse elements. 
"He's (Carrier) a man of experience and ob- 
viously some achievement. I've been led to believe 
See CARRIER, page 2 +■ 
Sound 
search 
Opus, a new local band, 
is looking for a distinc- 
tive sound.   Inside, page 10 H03Q     The   basketball   team > defeated Furman Unlversl- WIFI      ty 53-45 Tuesday. Page 13 
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Applications for 
The Breeze's 
1984-85 
Editor 
Managing editor 
Business manager 
Now are being accepted. For 
information and applications. 
contact Ian Katz, 
editor, at 6127. Deadline for 
applications is Jan. 20, 1984. 
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c Five SGA senators resign 
Elections 
to be held 
next month 
By David Olds 
SGA reporter 
Five SGA senators announced 
their resignations Tuesday. 
Hanson Senator Mike Zigarelli 
resigned because he is transferring. 
Dingledine Senator Mary Ann Dodd 
resigned because she is moving from 
her dormitory. 
Greek Senator Sarah Howarth 
was named associate Greek coor- 
dinator. She cannot be both a Greek 
senator and coordinator. 
Commuter Senator Judi Watter- 
son and Cleveland Senator Leslie 
Davis resigned because they will 
graduate this month. 
The SGA will hold elections for 
the vacant positions in mid-January, 
said Bob George, administrative vice 
president. The next SGA Senate 
meeting will be on Jan. 17. 
In other SGA action: 
► A SGA bill of opinion asking 
the administration to reconsider the 
ban on throwing toilet paper at 
basketball games was voted down. 
Greek Senator Sarah Howarth 
said,   "It   (throwing   toilet   paper) 
shows a bunch of uncouth college 
students and it would not improve 
the reputation of JMU." 
George responded, "There are a 
million ways to show enthusiasm at a 
basketball game. Banning the throw- 
ing of toilet paper will not affect 
students' enthusiasm." 
The bill was raised by White Hall 
Senator Bobby Houston. 
► Houston proposed the SGA co- 
sponsor the Catch a Ride Safely pro- 
gram. It should help pay for initial 
expenses such as insurance, com- 
munication equipment and other 
supplies. 
The CARS program was started 
by the Catholic Campus Ministry for 
students needing rides on Friday and 
Saturday nights until 3 a.m. It is pro- 
vided mainly for students who have 
been drinking alcohol. The proposal 
was sent to the Finance Committee. 
+■ Greek Senator Mark Douglas 
proposed a microwave oven be plac- 
ed in the dining hall for students' 
use. The proposal was sent to the 
Food Services Committee. 
► Commuter Senator Veronica 
Bindrim proposed the SGA allocate 
$975 to the National Student Speech 
Language and Hearing Association 
so they can attend a national conn- 
vention in Cinncinati, Ohio. The 
proposal was sent to the Finance 
Committee. 
► Ashby Senator Ken Beuley pro- 
posed a pay phone be installed in the 
lobby of Ashby Hall. The proposal 
was sent to the Building and 
Grounds Committee. 
► Shenandoah Senator Ken Har- 
rell proposed one additional washing 
machine be placed at Shenandoah 
Hall, Foreign Language and Patter- 
son houses. The proposal was sent to 
B & G committee. 
► Three Executive Council 
members and four senators have 
been selected to for Who's Who 
Among Students in American 
Universities and Colleges. 
President Isabel Cumming, Ad- 
ministrative Vice President Bob 
George, Legislative Vice President 
Dave Harvey, Commuter Senators 
Mike Condyles, Tim Craighead and 
Judi Watterson and Converse 
Senator Janie Sherman were 
selected. 
EXAMS 
The following classes will meet on exam 
dates: 
8 a.m. MWF — Tuesday 10:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. 
9 a.m. MWF — Friday 10:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. 
10 a.m. MWF — Wednesday 10:30 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. 
11 a.m. MWF — Thursday 10:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. 
12 p.m. MWF — Monday 1:30 p.m. to 
3:30 p.m. 
1 p.m. MWF — Friday 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
2 p.m. MWF — Tuesday 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. 
3 p.m. MWF — Friday 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. 
4 p.m. MWF — Monday 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
8 a.m. TT — Tuesday 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. 
9:25 a.m. TT — Thursday 8 a.m. to 10 
a.m. 
10:50 a.m. TT — Wednesday 1:30 p.m. to 
3:30 p.m. 
12:15 p.m. TT — Monday 10:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. 
1:40 p.m. TT — Tuesday 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
3:05 p.m. TT — Wednesday 8 a.m. to 10 
a.m. 
4:30 p.m. TT — Thursday 4 p.m. to 6 
p.m. 
The Madison Memorial Library will re- 
main open later during the final exam period. 
Its schedule will be: 
Friday — 7:50 a.m. - Midnight 
Saturday — 9 a.m., - Midnight 
Sunday — Noon - 2 a.m. 
Monday — 7:50 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Tuesday — 7:50 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Wednesday — 7:50 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Thursday — 7:50 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Study calls graduate programs 
'acceptable,' but could improve 
By Karen Brown 
staff writer 
Faculty of graduate programs for teachers at 
JMU are "acceptable," according to a study by 
the State Council of Higher Education for 
Virginia. 
The study, conducted by a 14-member task force 
on graduate education, examined the graduate 
programs for teachers at state-supported univer- 
sities across the state. 
The study, released in November, stated that 
JMU was not selective enough last year, admitting 
90 percent of its applicants for graduate educa- 
tional programs. 
The study criticized all the state universities' 
graduate education programs for not meeting cer- 
tification requirements, for their lack of women 
and minority faculty members, and lack of current 
research publications and resources. 
According to the report, the administration and 
supervision program here has declined in size "to 
the point that the task force does not think it is suf- 
ficiently vigorous to provide quality." The task 
force recommended that small programs enter into 
cooperative programs with nearby universities. 
Dr. James Couch, head of the department of 
psychology, said applicants of the counseling pro- 
gram are selected on the basis of their transcripts, 
letters of recommendation and interviews. 
Couch said that although the program does not 
require a minimum score on the Graduate Record 
Exams, the GRE scores of those accepted are 
"competitive on a national basis. 
"We (the program administrators) don't agree 
with admission based on an arbitrary number," he 
said. Couch said 80 percent of the applicants were 
accepted last year. 
Couch said faculty of the counseling program, 
which is 45 percent women and 18 percent minori- 
ty, are"nationally visible" and "highly involved in 
professional and scholarly activity." 
He rated equipment and library resources here 
as "superb," although he said there is a need for a 
group counseling room. 
Couch also said the counseling program is ap- 
proved by the state and has been accepted on a 
provisional basis by the Council for Accreditation 
of Counseling and Related Educational Programs. 
Dr. William Smith, head of the department of 
educational resources, said that those seeking ad- 
mission into the school administration program 
must submit letters of recommendation from 
school administrators, have an undergraduate 
quality point average of 3.0 and a score of 800 on 
the GRE. 
In response to the task force's claim that the 
faculty is only "acceptable," Smith said, "We 
have good faculty but we don't have many of 
them." The faculty of the school administration 
program is made up of four white males. 
Also he said the faculty only devote about 60 
percent of their time to the program due to their 
general studies program demands. Smith said the 
faculty is involved in scholarly activity, but he 
said, "Some are more productive than others in 
publication and research." Smith rated the equip- 
ment and library resources as "excellent." 
Smith said, "The report's main criticism of our 
program is that it's too small." But the program 
graduates 10 to 12 students per year, which Smith 
said, "is not bad with respect to other graduate 
programs at JMU." 
The program, which was reviewed in October, 
has met all requirements for state certification, he 
said. 
&m& 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
Thursday, Dec. 7- 
THE MANNEQUINS 
$2 Cover, Ladies Night; Ladies Admitted Free 
Special Happy Hour 9-10 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday, Dec. 8&9- 
CAPITOL ROCKERS 
K   @fe% f*tey IntecyF § VM - ? pm 
29 South Liberty Street 
One Block From Court Square 
Gitchell's Studio 
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135 films 
"In by 10, out by .?" 
25% Discount 
to JMU   students  on    all 
photographic  equipment 
7° E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
434-5314 
Discount On Any Items Not Otherwise Discounted 
LET US FLY YOU AWAY 
FOR 
SPRING BREAK! 
Plan NOW to escape to the warm 
Caribbean.  Do it your way: 
Spend a fun-filled week in 
The Bahamas with beach- 
front accommodations 
or 
Cruise the Caribbean 
for 7 nights aboard 
the Mardi Gras 
We are holding space with JMU students in mind.l 
and we'll be happy to talk with you (and your 
parents, if you like) about your plans for 
SPRING BREAK. 
PHONE US NOW TO RESERVE YOUR PLACE 
IN THE SUN 
Monday-Friday 
9-5 
614 Hawkins St. Harrisonburg, Va.   (703)433 - 2438 
Master Charge 
Visa 
A 
HOWARD 
JownsonS 
RESTAURANT 
434-2455 
We would like to wish you all 
a Happy Holiday. Good luck on your 
exams and we'll see you next semester. 
Come in and see us for a study break! 
Across 1-81 from JMU 
• * 
MIDWAY    MARKET 
157 Warsaw Ave. 
• 
434-7948 
Budweiser 
Reg / Light 
6 pak cans 
$2.39 
Busch 
Natural Light $4.09 
12 pak cans 
Molson Ale 
Beer, Golden $3.09 
6 pak Btls 
Moosehead 
6 pak Btls $2.99 
Old Mill 
12 paks 
Reg /Light 
$4.19 
Lite 
6 pak cans $2.49 
Coors 
12 pak cans $4.89 
Busch 
Natural Light 
6 pak cans 
$2.09 
Coors Light 
12 pak $4.99 
Labatts 
Ale & Beer $2.79 
Schaeffer 
6 pak cans $1.49 
Mlchelob 
Reg /Light Btls $2.69 
KEGS 
Old Mill(%) S17.99 (Vi) 187.98 
Bud(V4) $23.99 (</,) $35.99 
Coors('/4) $17.99 (V,) $35.99 
Busch(Vj'sonly) $28.99 
Mlchelob Light (%)     SX99 
RETURNABLES (24) 
(plus deposit) 
Coors(Reg / Light) • $9-48 
Busch $8.49 
National Boh $599 
I.D.s Required For Beer & Wine Purchases 
      ^^ 
No
 Expired I.D. Accepted 
Bagels^^^™^™"™"™ 
Plain, Pumpernickle,   69c 
Raisin 'n' Honey  
Coke 
Reg / Diet CM QQ 
6 pak Btls f,,w 
Ice 
Large Bag 
Small Bag 99c 69c 
Sprite 
Reg / Diet 
6 pak Btls 
Open NighUy 
TUI 12 Midnight 
$1.99 
Chips 
1 lb Bag $1.99 
Clgarattes 
Carton 
Reg 
$5.99 
Cigarettes 
Carton 
100's 
$6.19 
Pretzels 
12 oz. Bag $1.09 
Prices Good Thru 
Sun. 12 / 11 / 83 
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Students may 
receive two 
degrees 
JMU students might be able to 
graduate with two degrees starting 
fall semester. 
Now, students completing re- 
quirements for two majors receive 
only one degree at graduation. 
A student's transcript indicates 
that requirements for the second 
degree have been fulfilled. But 
students must return to JMU after 
graduation and complete an addi- 
tional 32 hours before they receive 
the second degree. 
The SGA Curriculum and Instruc- 
tion Committee is trying to change 
that policy. 
Veronica Bindrim, committee 
chairperson, said the committee in- 
troduced a bill of opinion to the 
SGA Nov. 1 to find out "why 
students can't graduate with both 
degrees even after the required work 
is fullfilled." 
Bindrim said the university re- 
quires 32 additional hours to make a 
student "well rounded." 
But she disagrees with that policy. 
"Students should be able to make up 
their own minds (with regards to) 
what   they   should  do  with   their 
education." 
The committee will submit the bill 
to the senate floor for approval. If 
approved, it is sent to the SGA Ex- 
ecutive Council, the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies and to the 
University Council for final ap- 
proval. 
The committee has no deadline. 
— Charlie Harmon 
Commuter student 
positions filled 
Two Commuter Student Commit- 
tee positions were filled Monday. 
Co-chairwoman Judi Watterson 
resigned because she will graduate in 
December. 
Dale Potts was elected publicity 
coordinator and Michele Puletz was 
named co-chairwomany 
Potts ran unopposed. She has 
been coordinator since Bill Younger 
resigned earlier this semester because 
of health and academic difficulties. 
Puletz was task manpower coor- 
dinator. She defeated Intramural 
Coordinator Christie Quails. 
Elections for task manpower coor- 
dinator and for at least one SGA 
ft&TiBnooin 
fla acao ° a SCSQ° OMEH-AH* 
senator will be held early next 
semester, CSC chairman Mike Ells 
said. 
— Donna Sawyers 
Three societies 
may be recognized 
Three new student organizations 
will be recommended for formal 
recognition at today's University 
Council meeting. 
The Commission on Student Ser- 
vices voted Tuesday to recommend 
to the council that the JMU An- 
thropology Society, Honors 
Scholars Society and the Society for 
Human Resource Management be 
adopted. It will also support recogni- 
tion of the Mercury Club's affilia- 
tion with the national physical 
education organization, Phi Epsilon 
Kappa. 
These organizations had com- 
pleted the first step in the recogni- 
tion process by presenting and 
defending their constitutions before 
the Sub-Committee on Student 
Clubs and Organizations. 
Michael Way, associate director 
of student activities, said to be 
recognized a group should be a ge- 
nuine student organization with 10 
or more members and not 
dominated by the community or 
faculty. 
The other criteria for recognition, 
listed in the Student Organization 
Handbook are the following: a need 
on campus for such an organization, 
the positive effects of the organiza- 
tion's proposed programs and ac- 
tivities to the university community, 
the support and approval of any ap- 
propriate academic departments, 
communications with any ap- 
propriate national organizations 
necessary for affiliation and a com- 
mitted faculty adviser. 
— Mark Miller 
Food committee 
makes changes 
The SGA Food Services Commit- 
tee has suggested new improvements 
this year. 
Denise Mumley, committee chair- 
man, said the commttee has been 
"doing a lot of brain storming lately 
and making some suggestions" to 
Robert Griffin, food services direc- 
tor and Rick Arnold, food produc- 
tion manager. 
Some of those suggestions have 
become realities. One of the group's 
projects included a food preference 
survey. 
Other, suggestions made by the 
committee include having Sweet and 
Low sugar substitute and frozen 
yogurt available in D-Hall; and 
lowering the price of Duke's Grill 
sandwiches at 9 p.m. when they 
usually are thrown away. 
The Food Services Committee is 
composed   of   10   members. 
The   committee    meets   each 
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in room C of 
the Warren Campus Center mez- 
zanine. The meetings are open to all 
students. 
— Becky Sandridge 
Debate team 
receives awards 
A JMU debate team placed second 
at the Washington and Lee Universi- 
ty Debates held Friday and Saturday 
in Lexington. 
The team of Eileen Drotleff and 
Tara Riley advanced into the final 
round of the tournament before los- 
ing to a George Mason University 
team. 
Riley won the fourth place 
speaker's award. 
Students received individual and 
team awards in the third annual 
Yellow Jacket Debating Tournament 
held at Randolph Macon College 
Nov. 18-20. 
Beth Butswinkas and Robert 
Yocum advanced to the quarter-final 
rounds before being defeated by a 
George Washington University 
team. 
Two JMU debaters won top in- 
dividual speaker awards. Brian 
James won fourth place and Beth 
Butswinkas won fifth place. 
At the Fall Forensics Tournament, 
two individuals received awards. The 
tournament was held at Ship- 
pensburg State College Nov. 18 and 
19. 
Theresa Simmons won first place 
in the Impromptu Speaking competi- 
tion. Marinette Urquhart won 
fourth place in After Dinner Speak- 
ing. 
Forensics team 
receives awards 
Two JMU forensics team 
members placed at the 14th Annual 
H.L. Mencken Forensics Tourna- 
ment held Saturday and Sunday at 
Towson State University in Towson, 
Md. 
Missy Mayers won third place in 
both after-dinner and persuasive 
speaking. 
Christa Arnold placed fifth in the 
prose interpretation category. 
Drinks can be 
taken out of D-hall 
Students can carry out drinks 
from Gibbons Dining Hall next 
semester. 
After receiving a request from the 
Food Services Advisory Committee, 
Davis Griffin, food services director, 
decided to allow each student to take 
out one drink per meal. 
"This is the trial. If this works we 
will extend it to fruits, cookies" and 
other items, he said. 
— Linda Wankow 
• 
FOR ALL YOU II 
MIDWAY •  • • • 
•  • • DOWNTOWN 
433-8978 
THURSDAY 
THE SPARKPLUGS 
Happy Hour 2 to 7 p.m. 
Live Band! 
DT AND THE SHAKES 
Ladies Happy Hour 8-10 p.m. 
THEBOPCATS   > 
SATURDAY 
me. Mt E 
WRtm&ms* 
U2, ROMANTICS, RAMONES, POLICE, ORIGINALS 
Happy Hour all day 
SKINS    ■    DALLAS 
WIDESCREEN 
Shalimar 
39 East Market St. 
433-9464 
100% India Print Cotton T-Shirts 
(long sleeve)...$8.99 
Imported Holiday Dresses and Blouses 
Indonesian Shell Earrings...$11.95 pr. 
Coin Earrings... $5.95 pr. 
Wide selection of unique India Imported clothing 
Free pair of fashion earrings with purchase of $10 or more. 
Store Hours Mon. - Than. 11:00 - 6:00 
Friday 11:00 - 8:00   Saturday 10:00 - 6:00 
Store Hours: 
Mon-Sat 8 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Location: 20 E. Gay St. 
(4 blocks north of Court Square 
on Rt. 11) 
Dr. Pepper 
Mt. Dew, Sunkist, Pepper Free 
8pak $1.19 
16ozretbt.s    ^poT 
National Beers 
6 pak 12 oz cans   3> I .ON7 
3>v).yy   24 pak 12 oz cans 
White 
Grapefruit 
40's 
6 for 89$ 
Pillsbury 
Flour 
Busch Beer 
or Natural Light 
6 pak 
12 oz cans $1.89 
Coke 
Tab, Sprite ^u   *%f\ 
A&W, Mr. Pibb    $ ■ -^*' 
Diet Coke 67.6 oz Bot NR 
Florida 
Tangeloe 
10   for  $1.00 
88$ 5 lb bag 
Chicken 
Of The Sea 
Tuna 
79$ 6.5 oz can 
Pillsbury 
Cake Mix 
88C 18.5 oz box 
Mrs. Wrights 
Crushed Wheat 
Bread 
2 ££$100 
Prices effective through Dec. 13  1983 Pirtonal checks walcome 
with   propT   Identification. 
. 
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policefile 
Two assaults 
reported 
By Sandy Stone 
polio reporter  
Two unrelated assaults occurred 
on campus Sunday, campus police 
reported. 
A female JMU student was 
assaulted early Sunday in back of 
Logan Hall. 
The woman, who was not iden- 
tified, had left Logan and was walk- 
ing toward her car about 2:30 a.m. 
when a man approached her from 
behind, police said. 
The man made obscene remarks to 
her and followed the woman to her 
car. When the woman reached the 
car and opened the car door, the 
man made more obscene remarks 
and pushed her, knocking her to the 
ground. 
The man then fled across the park- 
ing lot toward the back of Converse 
Hall, police said. 
The woman sustained abrasions to 
her knees and chin. 
The woman could not give a 
specific description of the man 
because she never faced him, and 
said she was trying to ignore him. 
But she said he was tall with dark 
hair. 
The case was under investigation 
Wednesday, police said. 
This is the third reported assault 
of a woman here this semester. The 
other two incidents occurred in Duke 
Fine Arts Center and Godwin Hall. 
A local delivery man was assaulted 
early Sunday outside of Hanson 
Hall. 
Coors Light 
i^_ Congratulates _____ 
Silver Bullet 
and its trainer 
Ron Carrier 
as the winner of the 
Coors Light Turtle Race 
Benefits the JMU Foundation 
C '9B2 Addpfi Coors Co Golden Colorado B0401    • ., 
The Four-Star Pizza delivery man 
was making a delivery to Hanson 
Hall about 12:55 a.m. when he was 
approached and attacked by a man, 
police said. 
The man threw the delivery man 
to the ground, stole a pizza and fled, 
police said. 
The delivery man, who is not a 
student here, sustained a cut on the 
back of his head. 
The delivery man described the 
man as white, about 5 feet 8 to 5 feet 
10 inches tall and 155 to 170 pounds. 
Police said they have suspects in 
the case, which they were in- 
vestigating Wednesday. 
This is the second reported assault 
of a delivery man here this semester. 
Stolen Items 
»► A 12-inch portable television set 
was stolen from room 209 in Maury Hall 
between 7 p.m. Nov. 21 and 7 p.m. Nov. 
22, police said. 
The television is worth $250. 
»» A bicycle was stolen near Miller Hall 
between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. Nov. 10, police 
said. 
The bike was locked to the chain fence 
between Miller and Burruss halls. 
The bicycle is worth $250. 
Drunken driving charged 
A student was arrested and charged 
with drunken driving Dec. 1, police said. 
•> Sondra Rennle, 20, of Deltaville, Va., 
was arrested about 1:30 a.m. on Duke's 
Drive near X-parking lot, police said. 
Harrisonburg police recently 
made the following arrests: 
Public drunkenness charged 
Four students were arrested and 
charged with public drunkenness. 
»> Denise Buck, 19, of Chantilly, Va., 
was arrested about 1:30 a.m. Dec. 1 on 
Water Street. 
»> Michael Thomas, 20, of Newport 
News was arrested-about 3:10 a.m. Sun- 
day on Route 42. 
»► Richard Dannenberg, 21, of Reston, 
Va.. was arrested about 3:10 a.m. Sunday 
on Route 42. 
»► Gary Webb, 23, of Newport News 
was arrested about 3:10 a.m. Sunday on 
Route 42. 
Drinking In public charged 
»> Student Paul Hynes, 20, of Laurel, 
Md., was arrested and charged with 
drinking in public about 1:15 a.m. Dec. 1. 
courtfile 
Here is a summary of recent ac- 
tion taken in Rockingham County 
District Court. 
*> Student Laurie Sanderson, 21, of 
Cartersvllle, Va., was found guilty Nov. 18 
of public drunkenness. 
Sanderson was ordered to perform 20 
hours of community service work. 
Sanderson was arrested by Harrison- 
burg police Oct. 13 on Bruce Street. 
»► Student Jason W. Tate Jr. of Ring- 
gold, Va., had been arrested Nov. 5 and 
charged with loud noise, but it was decid- 
ed Nov. 18 that the case will not proceed. 
A nolle prosequi was placed on the 
case. 
This is not the same as dismissing the 
case because the prosecutor has the 
right to reinstate the case within one 
year. 
But the case has been discontinued. It 
could be reinstated if more evidence is 
found or a witness comes forward. 
Tate was charged because of a party 
he held at his Harrisonburg residence 
o. 
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classifieds' Bloo^0ou,rty by Berke Breathed 
For Sale 
Hondo II Profeeslonel Guitar for sale. 
Stratocaater modal. Brand new — never 
used. $120 firm. Call Todd 43*6031. 
Lota of used furniture, bicycles, lamps, 
radios, records, clocks, all kinds of 
books and novels. 135 West Market 
Street. 4344727. Swap Shop.  
Uaad Mualeal Equipment — Fender Dual 
Showman — pre-CBS 200 watts (two 15" 
JBL lifetime speakers) cabinet with 
covers. Fender Bandmaster — pre-CBS 
100 watts (two 12" SRO speakers) 
cabinet with casters. Gibson Guitar — 
ES 150 D, 1907. All original hardware, 
blonde finish, excellent condition. 
Yamaha 12 String Guitar — with case, 
capo, and 10 sets of strings. Roland 
Rhythm 77 — non-programmable rhythm 
ayn, with over 1000 presets. Contact Pete 
Miller, Guitar Inatructor, 433-6979 or 
434-5661.  
1972 Chevy Nova — reliable. $450. Peggy 
434-9721.  
5 Mint Condition George Thorogood 
albums. $15. x499l.  
77 Oataun B210 — 74,000 miles, new 
radial tires, rebuilt head, very reliable. 
Must sell $2000/offor. 433-3844. 
Wanted 
Female to shars apartment. 2 blocks 
from campus. Rent $110. Call Karen 
434-8755.  
Apartment mata(a) wanted: Own room In 
2 bedroom townhouae near Presidential, 
very nice, bus stops near front door, 
$150/month. Contact Tim, P.O. 1142, 
phone 434-5987.  
Roommate needed — University Court 
townhouse, $130/month plus utilities. 
Cable, movie channel, washer/dryer, 
dishwasher. Share master bedroom. Call 
434-8568.  
Help Wanted 
Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable 
marketing experience while earning 
money. Campus representative needed 
Immediately for aprlng break trip to 
Florida. Contact Bill Ryan (312) 858-4888 
collect.  
Delivery parson needed. Must have car. 
10-15 hrafwk. See Dave after 9 p.m. 
Saturday-Wednesday. 433-8537. 
Services 
Confidential Abortion Service* — All In- 
quiries and services confidential. Conve- 
nient location near 1-81. For Information 
or appointment call Collect (301) 
733-2400.  
Experienced typist. _$.90/page. Elaine 
433-0571. _^  
Professional typing, Pica or Elite. Call 
Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.  
MADCAPS SINGING TELEGRAM SER 
VICE. Something special for all occa- 
sions. 433-159*. 
For Rent 
Harris Gardens Apartments — Start $245 
Including utilities, city bus to JMU. Call 
Bob 434-6569.  
Single Bedroom Apartment near JMU on 
Dutch Mill Court. 434-2100.  
Spring Semester Sublet — January 1st 
through May 15. 2 bedroom apartment 
one mile from JMU (Park Apartments). 
Rent Includes own room, heat, water, 
Cable TV. $165.50. Call Mike Sandy 
433-3215 or (703) 889-3603.  
House — one bedroom left; $100/month, 
wood stove and plenty of wood; fully fur- 
nished; clean. Unbelievable? Believe It, 
but first come first serve. Call Tim, Bob, 
Pete or Steve 4334)531. 765 Madison 
Avenue.  
Female apartment space available. 2 
blocks from campus. Fully furnished. 
$125 all utilities Included. 434-0824. 
THINGS 0€£N 
Afnl&HT5tOW 
flROUNPUKKE 
tmuY, ftNKtey. 
rru 
PICKUP 
■MK 
onoetaewEH... 
IWONPWIFYOUMKjHT 
COOK AFTER MY HANTS. 
Ill BC LSMtib FORM 
SOUTH Ftt£ THIS AFTONCOrt 
TOUOC/ORMyMOTHeK. 
J<^> 1HANK W r^\ 
YOU'RE HOT 
R6AM-Y GOING TO 
STWCrlRjSTMA5 
LOOKING FOR 
YOURfnOTHgR 
IN Trfc ANTARCTIC. 
/ 
V66/ YBSL 
IN A HURRY/.. 
GOTTA rnCK/.. 
SHIRTS.., 
S0CK5-. 
I 
THAT'S Trie 
dOTTOth Or ■mwfiv, 
YA KNOW.. 
IKS/... 
SHORTS/., 
WH. SOCKS .'... 
WOt 1 MUST 
SAY...AU-THI5 
CAREFUL 
mmmoH 
is iwRessive. 
a: 
UH.,M0Re 
SOCKS... eJCTRA 
UNPies... oof 
OOF/ 
NOT 
SAP. 
HOWA0OUT 
THAT FOR A 
PLOT TWISTS 
uH...NenweR 
PENGUINS K) TrEY WEAR 
JUST m NOT    aoms. 
WHY WILY. 
Graduating seniors 
... and others leaving JMU ... 
Don't leave behind your memories 
SUBSCRIBE 
Call 6596 and have The Breeze sent to your home. 
Ocean City, seasonal rental, ocean block 
2 br condo, 57th Street, fully furnished In- 
01., color TV. Sleeps four, femalea only. 
May 15th to September 16th. (301) 
577-1868. _____ 
Adorable 8 sftordsMs — one block from 
JMU, completely furnished, heat Includ- 
ed In rent, contracts vary, 
$109—$140/month. Spring semester 
lease available. Call Jim 434-2968JW); 
4344873(H).  
Sublease for Spring — 2 bedroom 
townhouse near Presidential, very nice, 
bus stops near front door, $295/month. 
Contact Tim 434-5987.  
Room for Boy or Okl that wishes the 
privacy of their own room but still desires 
the luxuries of home life. 6 blocks from 
JMU. Residential neighborhood, furnish- 
ed. $12S/month. Available Immediately 
No meals. 433-1584. 
Three  Bedroom,  two  story townhouse 
near JMU, no lease. 434-2100. 
Personals 
Lunkle    —    It's   Christmas!! 
celebrate? I love you I 
Wanna 
UM^u**9 Product8 »•"•«•■ Call 
^hfrC"kK a S,udy bre,k Saturday 
ten s'kPS6* 1°' SI2 Pm """nut" ten &KI Lodge. No cover.  
Bou*Don,h*nk8 '°r ,he 0OOd ,lme8 'love 
JSSLT Sunr',8e' B'd,y dlnner- drunk»n stupors!, camping, tequila, IP, 445 tests 
LShh ca??on8- 9- 1«- H» been so much fun and I'm gonna miss ya mucho Love ya Ding Dong. "■sans, 
Bone - the Penney's Model, keep purple 
Joe covered, Merry Christmas. Good luck 
on your exams. Love, Kris (Buck) Krlngle 
Cupcake - can't wait for BJ Bsll 
tonlghtl Tie ths season to bo skiing. 
Congrats Kappa Sigma "new Initiates." 
Love, Sherrl.  ^  
Michael Patrick — glide skillfully or 
break a leg. Take your pick. Either wsy, I 
wlah you the best of luck thla weekend 
•nd always. Love, your Never-Fickle 
Friend.  
Mark — I'm glad we're back together. 
Please be patient, we'll work everything 
out. I'm trying. I love you always. Rlfka. 
Susan — we love youl Martha and Rober- 
ta.  
Holly — your big wine glaaa wants to be 
used! Ellen.  
Trtple-R People - How do you feel?! 
. 
person als 
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Agnes Degmar — have a great break — 
munch out Aggie — get ready for 
anouther (at semester. Love RM102 & 
104.  
Sherrl — Finally! The personal you long 
awaited! Who would have ever believed 
that two girls from rival high schools 
would have roomed together, much less 
become best friends. I don't know what 
I'll do without youl Good luck out In the 
real world. I'll miss youll Love ya, San- 
dra. P.S. It's not too late to fall a couple 
of classes I  
Reed — we're going to miss you when 
you leave for Buttercup, VA. Ready to 
drhk from the Dallas cup? Ha Ha. West 
Wolfe, Back again? Good. Imagine a 
graduation with all of us! Too bad we 
won't remember It. Kalth and Rusty, Just 
can't leave us huh? Bye Carll Bradley, 
Devil take the high most??? We love you 
mucholt Qet ready for Sunday's rage and 
Snowshoel J&K&S. 
ThecdoraNe — Happy Anniversary! 
Three months of heavenly bliss. Keep up 
the good workl I'm gonna miss youl 
Love, Phoebus.  
FCA Soccer Women — Great Season I 
You guya made being pregnant worth It I 
The Fig.  
JMU Dukes — We were very proud of you 
In Charlottesvllle! The Traveling Zoo. 
Electric Zoo — Friday and Saturday — 
Let's turn on the energy and rock the 
Convol Bring your voices, bring the 
newspaper — and YES — bring the toilet 
paperl The (true) Zoo lives I  
Tsdoos — Merry Christmas to my one 
and only. Margooa.  
Happy Birthday to Bekum Carver from 
Lambda Chi Alpha.  
Thanks to the Little Sisters of Lambda 
Chi Alpha for the donuts and orange 
juice. O.T.M. 
Happy Birthday Pennle Rennlel Oh no 
the sky Is falling — but no, not today, It's 
your B'day. Pleased to meet youl (he he) 
Love, Plain Leoble, Squatly and Glover. 
Preppy — we'll be home soon. This could 
be the best Christmas ever) Love you. 
P.S. I hear the elevators and subways In 
D.C. are great.  
Don Ho — Congratulations on your 
graduation I I am going to miss you a lot 
and I'll love you always. Lisa.  
Pam — Happy 23rd Birthday and con- 
gratulations on your graduatlonl Lisa. 
Happy Holidays and Happy Birthday to 
all December Crows. For those 
graduating, we will all miss you. Good 
luck In the future. 
Harvey — There's no doubt, you're the 
creamed corn of our crop. Don't try to 
quit... We love It. Keep the green m&m's 
coming!!! Your Napoleon Fans. 
MANNEOUINSI Tonight at the Other 
Place. Don't be uptight. Real music. The 
MANNEOUINSI Just try to dance. Just 
try;  
Chuck: The dacqulrls await. 
Merry Chrlstmaa — Lambda Chi 
brothers. Glfford 214, Eagle 631,1155 S. 
Main Street, Fred friends, and Ruth. 
Love, Jonl.  
Susie Wowands — Glad you were dumb 
enough to be here an extra semester 
Can't wait to cha-cha at your wedding. 
We'll miss you. The Two Tardeds.  
Jackie — have a good dayl Your secret 
PfL • 
Sharp Dressed Chicks — Anything from 
the bar? Rlunlte ■ external artificial 
stimulant. Thanks for everything. Let's 
dance again sometime; we had fun. Sorry 
about the treel Sharp Dressed Men. 
announcements 
Announcement In Ttw SIMM are provided free as a 
service to iwlin. Events requiring an txchangt of 
money will not be published In the announcements 
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the In- 
side Arts and People section. 
DMdSnM tor announcements are noon Friday tor 
Monday's IMM and noon Tuesday tor Thursday's 
issue Mailing address la The Breeze, communication 
aria department James Madieon University, Harrison 
burg VA 22807. The Breeze oil ice la In the basement ot 
Anthony-Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets 
Form for announcements la WHO la doing WHAT, 
WHEN and WHERE. Iteme will be edited for brevity. 
Name and telephone number ehouk) be Included. 
Events 
Catholic Maae — Saturday at 6 p.m. In room D, 
WCC, and Sunday at noon In the ballroom. Midnight 
Mass will be held Dec. 10 at Blessed Sacrament 
Church on North Main Street. A pre-maea eoclal will 
begin at 930 p.m. In the Catholic Student Center 
Baptist Student Union — Dec. 8: Holy Commu- 
nion et 5 30 In BSU 
Anyone Intonated In summer missions should con- 
tact the BSU et 4344822 
Midwinter Retreat will be held Jan. 13 through 15. 
Charlie Benton will be the epeaker. 
Christmas tree lighting ceremony - win 
be Dec S at 6 p.m. In Warren Campus Center. Dr. Car 
rler will give e brief Christmas message The JMU 
Chorale will perform and Santa Claua will be there. At 
7:30 p.m., Dr. Carrier will light a tree located neai 
Wilson Hall. 
Wesley Foundation — Dec. a: e p.m. to 730 
p.m., New Lite Slngera practice, Duke 208. Dec. 9 Call- 
ed to Care, caroling at Elkton Manor. 
SO A Booksale — will begin Jan. 9 on the WCC 
mezzanine. BOOKS may be dropped off Jan. 9 through 
Jan. 11; books will be sold Jan. 12 and 13; checks and 
Books may be picked up Jan. 17 and 16. Dally hours are 
from 10 a.m. to S p.m. 
Auditions — for American Christian Theaters pro- 
duction of "The Diary ol Anne Frank" will be Dec. 0 and 
9 In Anthony-Seeger room 12. The play, to be perform- 
ed Feb. 16 through 19, nas 5 male and 5 female roles. 
For more Information, call 433-9620. 
An Evening ol One Act Plays — "At Home," 
by Michael Waller "Impromptu," by Tad Mosel, end 
"Geography of a Horse Dreamer," by Sam Shepard 
Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 
p.m. In the Experimental Theatre  Admission la $2 
Emergency Medical Technician Course 
— will be offered by the Harrleonburg Reecue Squad 
aecond semester An organizational meeting will be 
held tonight at the squad station (80 Maryland Avenue). 
Anyone interested should call 434-2323 
Caving Club •*• meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
In Jackson IB 
In tar-Varsity    Chtlatlan    Fellowship   — 
meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. In the WCC ballroom 
inter Varsity  prayer meetings are  held  Monday 
through Friday from 4:30 p.m. to S p.m. In Jackson 108. 
Christian Science Organization — meets 
every other Sunday at 7 p.m. In the religious center. 
Phi Epsllon Ksppa — will meet Dec. 8 at 7 p.m 
in the Purple and Gold Room, Godwin Hall. 
General 
Meetings 
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student grour, 
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion ear- 
vice at Emmanuel Eplacopal Church. 
Campus Crusade for Christ — meets ever, 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Wilson 308 for Teechlno ana 
Training. 
Library Hours — during exam week are aa 
follows Dec. 9,7:90 am to midnight; Dec. 10,9 s.m to 
midnight; Dec. 11, noon to 2 a.m.; Dec. 12 through Dec 
19, 7:90 a.m. to 2 am.; Dec. 18, 7:90 s.m. to 9 p.m. The 
library will be closed Dec. 17 and 18 and from Dec. 23 
through Dec. 31. The library will be open Dec. 19 
through Dec. 22 from 8 a.m to 9 p.m. 
Financial aid applications — tor the 1884-8! 
school year will not be available until after Christmas 
break, students who have a campus post office box 
will find the financial aid package In their poet office 
boxes when they return In January. Students without a 
campua poet otllce box need to atop by the. Financial 
Aid office after Christmas break to pick up their finan- 
cial aid package. 
Counseling Center — offers personal, study 
skills and vocational counseling for individuals and 
groupa. Call 6992 tor more Information or come for 
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m. and 8 
p.m., Monday through Thursday. 
Tutoring — Tutors are needed In nearly all JMU 
sub|ect areas If you are Interested In tutoring other 
students, applications can be obtained at the Counsel 
Ing and Student Development Center, aecond floor. 
Alumnae Hall. 
Sigma Phi Lambda la sponsoring a tutorial program 
Students needing tutoring may contact: Julia Pitt, 
communication, tine arts and English, box 3037 or ph. 
4393; Donna Berry, political science, public admlnlatra- 
tlon and history, box 286 or ph. 4162; Jarl Bliss. 
buslneea and economics, box 348 or ph. 7416; Kim 
Stewart, education and human eervlcee, box 3392 or 
ph. 9497; Beth Ann Nelf, science and social science, 
box 2131 or ph. 434-3647; Ann Mace, math and com- 
puter science, box 2102 or ph. 4649; Kelly DeKlelne. 
philosophy, religion and foreign language, box 1283 or 
ph. 434-4281; Debbie Lswson. 4194; or Ken Blgga, 7440. 
accounting tutoring — the Accounting Honor Socle 
ly will hold open tutoring sessions In accounting every 
Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. In the A.V. depart- 
ment of the library. 
Campua Escort Service — The fratemitiM of 
Alpha Chi Rho and Theta Chi .are offering a campus- 
wide escort service. Mondays through Thursdaya from 
8 p.m. to midnight, call 9108; Fridays through Sundays 
from 9 p.m. to midnight, call 5708. 
Commuter Students — must ciMn out their 
lockers by 5 p.m. Dec. 9. Lockers can be rented during 
the aprlng semester tor S1 by contacting the Com- 
muter Student Committee office before Friday. 
Mediation Council — offere free mediation ser- 
vices to all members ol the campua community. They 
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Center, 
4336299. 
LPQAGX &<$Msmim> 
Write your ad in this space: Clip this form and put it in an 
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2 
for 11-20 words, and so on. 
Mail the envelope to The Breeze by 
campus mail, or deliver it to our of- 
fice in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
Name  
Telephone number 
Deadlines for classifieds are noon Tuesday 
for Thursday's paper and noon Friday for 
Monday's paper. 
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New band seaches for 
a sound to call its own 
By Brenda Biondo 
staff writer 
Nothing makes a new undertaking 
more potentially successful than 
having the skill to meet a demand. 
And when the demand is for live, 
danceable music, and the skill stems 
from years of experience, the band 
taking on the challange should have 
good odds for success. 
The band putting this theory into 
practice is Opus. 
Its five members, including three 
JMU students, share a total of 32 
years experience in various bands, 
playing music ranging from country 
to progressive rock. 
But when Opus formed in the 
summer of 1983, the emphasis 
shifted to a top-40 sound. "To be 
danceable was our biggest criteria," 
said 28-year-old vocalist Terry Har- 
mon. "And I think we've succeeded 
in that, judging from (audience) 
reaction so far." 
Although response has been 
generally positive when they've 
played at JM's and Scruples, the 
band is still too new on the scene to 
be well known by many students. 
Yet the band members are satisfied 
with Opus' progress. 
"We've been very lucky for a 
beginning band," drummer J.T. 
Fauber, 22, said. "Most bar owners 
have been pretty good about giving 
us a chance." 
Fauber, a music management ma- 
jor, attributes part of that success to 
the type of music they play. 
Although it is not as challenging as 
less commercial cuts from artists' 
albums, top-40 material (new and 
classic rock, as the band prefers to 
describe it) "is fun to play because 
of the positive crowd reaction," 
Fauber said. Songs such as Michael 
Jackson's "Billie Jean," Genesis' 
"Abacab," and Beatles and Rolling 
Stones medleys are almost 
. guaranteed to get the audience up 
and dancing. 
The self-imposed restriction to 
this genre of music is only tem- 
porary, however. Diversification is 
on the horizon; the band is "on the 
brink of originals," according to 
Harmon. Once.the band is better 
established, these new compositions 
will be heard. 
With three band members — Har- 
mon, Cliff Fortney, 31, and lead 
guitanst Brad Clatterbuck, 28 — 
already composing original songs, 
the problem is not lack of material, 
but rather the absence of a cohesive 
sound, Clatterbuck said. 
The problem may well be a result 
of the members' dissimilar musical 
backgrounds. For example, while 
bass guitarist Jay Schumacher, 26, 
spent a few years playing folk music, 
Fortney — currently a psychology 
major — performed with Happy the 
Man, a well-known progressive rock 
band. 
The arrival of a distinct "Opus" 
sound will be a slow process, Har- 
mon said. "We're just taking one 
baby step at a time." 
In the meantime, the band hopes 
to get more input from audiences 
about the music they would like to 
hear, Fauber said. 
Opus is also working to improve 
its stage presence. Because much of 
See OPUS page 11 
(top to bottom) Terry Harmon, Cliff Fortney, J.T. Fauber and Jay Schumacher and Brad ciatta* „ _nds 
to form the band Opus. (Photos by Yo Nagaya) Clatterbuck combined diverse musical backgrounds 
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"The Big Chill" Is now playing at Roth Theaters 1-2-3. 
'Big Chill' warms the heart 
By States Edwards 
staff writer ^_  
How rare is the movie that allows its audience to 
think and enjoy its popcorn too. A movie that 
doesn't drain one's brain, but gives it a little exer- 
cise. A movie that makes us laugh, but doesn't put 
a problem and its solution on a silver platter and 
hand it to us. "The Big Chill" is such a movie. 
A big chill is what greets the eight college 
students as they enter the cold real world of the 
1960s. They were once special friends, but over the 
years, their friendships have faded, as have their 
non-conformist views and "change the world" at- 
titudes. They have drifted apart and, one by one, 
gently fallen into the establishment.     » 
The movie begins with their reunion 15 years 
after those rebellious college days. The death of 
one of their college friends reunites them for a 
memorable weekend, in which they try once again 
to find themselves. 
The assembled cast is one of the most 
remarkable in recent years. It's too bad there is no 
Academy Award category for "best performance 
by a group." because they would win hands down. 
The Ready-For-The-Big-Time Players are: Tom 
Berenger, Glenn Close, Jeff Goldblum, William 
Hurt, Kevin Kline, Mary Kay Place, Meg Tilly and 
Jobeth Williams. 
To single out one performance as being better 
than another would be difficult. All of the actors 
have impressive credentials and portrayed their 
characters believably. 
One of the most breathtaking scenes is the 
funeral procession. On a beautiful autumn day, 
the procession glides through the countryside to 
Mick Jagger's "You Can't Always Get What You 
Want". 
Yes, the musical score just about steals the 
show. It plays those songs that every generation 
has — the ones that everyone knows the words to 
by compulsion. 
How's this for a Who's Who of the 60's: The 
Rolling Stones, The Rascals, The Beach Boys, 
Credence Clear water Revival, Three Dog Night, 
The Temptations, Smokey Robinson. It's a dif- 
ficult task not to hum at least one of the tunes after 
the movie. 
Writer/director Lawrence Kasdan has helped 
create some of the most popular and successful 
screen entertainment in recent years. His writing 
abilities are displayed in "Raiders of the Lost 
Ark," "The Empire Strikes Back." "Return of 
the Jedi" and "Body Heat," which also served as 
Kasdan's directorial debut. 
The group's conversations are often funny and 
always contain insight. The characters are so fully 
developed that the audience actually becomes a 
member of the group. The talk becomes more can- 
did and open — and thus more intense — as the 
weekend progresses, but the tension s broken by 
laughter. 
The movie doesn't end with tear'ul goodbyes 
and departures. Instead, it ends with ihe group still 
together and still enjoying themselves. Their 
friendships live on, and won't end when they 
reenter the cold world the next day. 
"The Big Chill," with its picturesque scenery, 
scene-stealing music and down-to-earth characters, 
will leave you with a warm feeling inside. 
Opus 
• (Continued from page 10) 
the material is relatively new for the band, Fauber 
said they "still have to think to play the music, so 
we're not able to have fun with it." He expects the 
problem to work itself out during the next several 
weeks. 
The attitude for the future is one of wait and see. 
"I don't think anyone has delusions of grandeur, 
Harmon said. "We just want to play music. I think 
we'll stay together because we're older and more 
settled down." 
Clatterbuck said, "If the band could ever find 
one direction — if we get into original music 
everyone agrees on — I'd like to pursue it. Other- 
wise, everything will run its course." 
For the moment, however, the town has one 
more band to entice students onto the dance floor. 
A Closer 
Look 
Phone •  ft 
By Charles Taylor 
features editor 
Opus   performing   at   JM's 
(Photo  by   Yo Nagaya) 
The one on the left is Vay Saurs, an August 1983 
communication arts graduate. Beside her is Vicki 
Barnard, a sophomore art major. Their story is 
neither dramatic nor spine-tingling. But it never 
hurts to know these things. 
And after all, it's not everyone who gets their 
picture on the James Madison University phone 
directory. Vay and Vicki did. 
The cover of the 1983-84 telephone directory 
features the two seated casually in the grass, with 
Hillcrest looming softly in the background. Above 
the photo, a diamond anniversary medallion is 
superimposed with "diamond chips" raining down 
the cover. 
The tale begins in July when Vay was having a 
mug shot taken for summer dinner theater promo- 
tional material. Tommy Thompson, supervisor of 
photography for JMU, saw her and said that "he 
liked the way I photographed," Vay recalls. 
"Then he said he needed a photo for the 75th an- 
niversary phone book." She agreed to pose. 
Thompson wanted his subject in something col- 
orful, so she at first dressed in a bright sun dress 
for the photo session. But fearing the scenario 
might be a bit too provocative for its purpose, he 
decided to shoot some more frames with her in a 
different outfit. 
At the same time Vay dashed to change, Vicki 
was leaving her job in Hillcrest. 
"Tommy had been a neighbor of ours (in Port 
Republic)," Vicki says, "and he saw me walking 
and said, 'Hey, let me get your picture too.' He 
thought having two in the picture would be more 
like campus life. So I just came right over and sat 
down." * 
About that time, Vay reappeared. "I came down 
from changing clothes and there she was." The 
two didn't know one another. 
Thompson says, "The whole thing was basically 
working through spontaneity. I'm pleased. I've 
had right many good comments about it." 
Thompson also photographically composed the 
medallion and diamond chips at the top of the 
cover. The chips were actually pieces of glitter 
sprinkled on a black background. The sparkle ef- 
fect was achieved with a cross screen filter over the 
camera lens. 
Months later, after several administrative 
analyses, the cover was approved by JMU's 
publications office and sent to the printer. 
In mid-November, between 5,000 and 7,000 
copies of the book rolled off the presses and into 
the hands of JMU students and some local 
businesses. Reactions? 
"I haven't seen the book yet," says Vay, now 
living in Richmond. "I have a copy of the 
photograph here in my scrapbook." 
When she does get a copy, Vay says she won't 
frame it. "I'll leave it on the coffee table table in- 
stead. That's more fun." 
Vicki "got a bunch of them (phone books). I 
gave one to my grandparents and I got one to keep 
for myself to show my kids." She giggles. 
Of course the pair admits that their presence 
could also have influences in the immediate future. 
"You never know. Somebody might see that and 
make me a star or something silly like that. It cer- 
tainly couldn't hurt," says Vay. 
Vicki wonders about some friends' comments. 
"A lot of people said, 'Do you realize how many 
people are gonna be drawing on your face?' I 
hadn't thought about that." 
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Charles Dickens dinner  after hours 
planned for dining hall 
By Tina Beaumont 
staff writer 
Thanks to a Gibbons Hall cooks' 
assistant, JMU students may feast 
on more than traditional exam mun- 
chies during that chaotic week. 
Food Service will host an addi- 
tional treat — a "Charles Dickens 
Dinner" — next Thursday in dining 
hall one. 
The theme originated with cooks' 
assistant Dan Latta. He approached 
Food Service dietitian Jean Copper 
with his idea. 
"When she read me the menu, it 
really didn't coincide with the ideas I 
had for the Charles Dickens 
dinner," Latta said. The dining hall 
will serve shish kabobs and stuffed 
crab Thursday night. 
Latta's menu — availaible to only 
250 students in one dining hall — in- 
cludes roast turkey with apple raisin 
nut dressing, steamship round of 
beef in red wine sauce, hot fruit 
compote, spiced sweet potato pud- 
ding and hot mulled cider. 
Latta worked in the college 
library, researching original old 
English recipes. 
Assisted by the dining hall's pro- 
duction manager. Rick Arnold, Lat- 
ta changed the Old English menu 
slightly for Financial reasons, but the 
decorations and mood will be 
similar.    He    described   lavish 
garlands, greenery, wreaths, candle- 
lit tables and a live tree with Old 
English decorations. 
Jack Hamrick, dining hall service 
manager, said entertainment from 
the music department was planned, 
but arrangements had not been 
finalized. 
The highlight of the preparation 
for Latta will be constructing an 
authentic German gingerbread 
house. The base will be gingerbread 
cookie, decorated with gum drop 
and sugar-mold candies. 
"We want to do something a Uttle 
different — a little ou£ of the or- 
dinary for students," Latta said. 
He is excited about the dinner, 
and his enthusiasm will not stop with 
this one. His other suggestions will 
include a Mardi Gras dinner and a 
"Winter Wonderland" theme. 
"I have a whole lot of ideas," he 
said. "I don't know how many will 
be used, but I plan on submitting as 
many as I can come up with." 
Reservations will be taken in the 
clerk's office at dining hall entrance 
two and three. Students with a 
, steakhouse reservation remaining on 
their contract may use their ID for 
this dinner. Cost for guests is $5. 
Reservations are not yet being ac- 
cepted, but information regarding 
them will soon be published in the 
dining hall Digest. 
Thursday Saturday 
MIDWAY if • • 
• • • DOWNTOWN 
433-8978 
Sunday Dec. 11 
REDSKINS - DALLAS 
WIDESCREEN 
Happy Hour All Day Chili Dogs 2 / $1 
Two Blocks From Campus 
433-1305 
MM.- Sat.: 9-t p.m 
Fri.: M p.m. 
We Accept Checks 
AU beer prices 05C over coat per 6 pk 
Pepsi Reg & Diet 8 pk.. .$1.09-Dep 
Coke caffeine free 
Reg A Diet 2 liters $.74 
(with attached  .25c coupon) 
Castleberry 
Beef Stew 24 oi $.99 
Aim Toothpaste 6.4 oz $1.09 
Pet Evaporated 
Milk 13 oz 2/$1.00 
Carnation 
Beach's Assorted 
Hard Christmas Candy $.95 
Old Milwaukee Beer 
Reg A light 12 pk $3.95 
Schlitz Beer 12 pk $4.35 
Schlitz Malt Liquor 6 pk $2.20 
Corbels Beer 6 pk $1.49 
Mlchelob Beer Reg a 
Lite Non Ret Bus 6 pk $2.59 
Music 
► Hotel / Mosal Restaurant Aaeoeletlon Sponsor Night 
(d.|.) — JM's. $.78 cover charge. 
►Second Wind (rock) - Jo's, tl cover. 
"■Jerry Camps SB and the Free Star Band (country rock) 
— dandy Dancer, $2 cover tor ladles, S3 cover tor men. 
►Mannequins (new wave) — The Other Place, ladles 
tree, S2 cover tor men. 
►dj. — Bells Meade, Si cover tor ladles, S2 tor men. 
MovhM 
•-Christmas Story (PO) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. 
shows S3 75 
► Brainstorm (PO)  —  Roth Theatrea, 7 and 9 p.m. 
shows S3.75. 
► All the Worn Movee (R) - Roth Thsstres, 7 snd 9 p.m. 
shows S3 75 
► Big Chill (R) - Virginia Theater, 7 and 9 p.m. shows 
13.75. 
Musk 
► Dave McColm** (d.|.) - JM's, Dance Contest. SI 
cover. 
"•John Gunner MoesMed Quartet (Jen) - Joe. $1 
cover. 
► Midnight Special (country)    - Qandy Dancer. S3 
cover. 
►Capitol Rocket* (rock) - The Other Piece, S3 cover. 
►d.|. — Bella Meads, %2 cover. 
"■Contraband (oldies) — Scruples, S2 cover. 
►Tricks — Scotlend Yard, cover charge not available. 
►Opus (country rock) — Maaaanutten Lounge, no 
cover cherge. 
Movtea 
►AH the Right Moves(R) - Roth Theatres, 7 end 9 p.m. 
shows $375 
► Brainstorm (PO) -  Roth Thaetrea, 7 and 9 p.m. 
shows $3.75. 
►Christmas Story (P0» - Roth Theatrea, 7 and 9 p.m. 
shows $3.75. 
► Big ChU (R) — Virginia Theater, 2:30, 4:30, 7 end 9 
p.m. shows $3.75. 
Friday 
Music 
e-sLL - JM's, $.75 cover. 
"-Capitol Rockers (rock) — The Other Piece, $3 cover. 
► Second Wind (rock) — Joe,$1 cover. 
►d.|. — Belle Meade, $2 cover 
►Contraband (oldlesl — Scruples. $2 cover cherge. 
► Tricks — Scotland Yard, cover charge not available. 
Movtss 
► Chrtstmas Story (PO) — Roth Theatres, 7 snd 9 p.m. 
shows $3.75. 
► Brainstorm (PO)  —  Roth Theetres, 7 end 9 p.m. 
shows $3.75.  
► M the Right Movee (R) - Roth Theetres, 7 end 9 p.m 
shows $3.75. 
► Big ChMI (R) — Virginia Theater, 7 end 9 p.m. shows 
$3.75. 
Etc. 
CM 
► Lakevlew Ooll Course - $1 lor studenta with IDs to 
pley West nine holes. Regular prices ere $7 weekdays 
$4.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 lor weekends snd holidays. 
Bowling 
►VsHey Lines - J 90 deys and $1 15 tor tenplne and 
$1.06 tor duckplns nights. Open 9 s.m to 11 p.m. every 
day. 
Horseback Riding 
►Oak Manor Farms — US 11 South. 
Rollar Skating 
►Skstskrwn U.S.A. — Open Tuesday 10 a.m. to noon 
and Tueaday through Friday 7:30 p.m to 10 p.m. 
o 
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[JMU Invitational 
Dukes bring 3-2 record into tournament 
By Steve Lockard 
sports editor 
After escaping from Greenville, 
S.C. Tuesday night with a 53-45 vic- 
tory over Furman University, the 
JMU basketball team will return to 
the friendly confines of the Con- 
vocation Center this weekend to host 
the JMU Invitational Tournament. 
Joining the Dukes, now 3-2, are 
Campbell University, Fairleigh 
Dickinson University and Northern 
Illinois University. 
JMU will play the tournament's 
first game when the Dukes take on 
Campbell at 7 p.m. Friday. Fairleigh 
Dickinson and Northern Illinois will 
meet at 9.p.m. The consolation 
game will start at 7 p.m. Saturday 
and the finals are scheduled for 9 
p.m. 
The weekend's action should be a 
good opportunity for the Dukes to 
put some breathing room between 
themselves and the .500 mark. JMU 
was able to get past that mark Tues- 
day night with their victory over Fur- 
man, but that didn't come easily. 
After jumping out to a a 18-9 lead 
against the Paladins, JMU failed to 
score in the final 5:40 of the first half 
and trailed 21-18 at the intermission. 
The lead changed hands eight 
times in the first 12 minutes of the 
JMU Invitational pairings 
loser 
JMU 
winner Friday 7 p.m. 
Campbell 
Saturday 7 p.m. 
loser 
iturday 9 p.m. 
3rd pi act 
Si 
Fairleigh 
Dlcklnsttn 
Champion 
V 
Friday 9 p.m. 
N. Illinois 
winner 
second half. Furman took its biggest 
lead, 38-35, with about seven 
minutes left in the game, but an 8-0 
JMU spurt gave the Dukes a 43-38 
lead and they never trailed again. 
But Furman got close. Furman 
took advantage of a couple of JMU 
turnovers to tie the game at 43-43, 
but Derek Steele hit two free throws 
with 2:46 left to put JMU up for 
good, 45-43. 
JMU hit eight of 10 free throws 
down the stretch to secure the win — 
the Dukes' first road victory of the 
season. 
"We're learning how to win on 
the road, how to handle a crowd," 
said JMU coach Lou Campanelli. 
"We showed good composure at 
University Hall (in JMU's 53-50 loss 
at Virginia Saturday night) the other 
night, and I think it carried over to 
this game." 
What didn't carry over from the 
Virginia game was the performance 
of Steele. After a 3-for-10 shooting 
performance against the Cavaliers, 
the senior captain rebounded with 11 
points to lead JMU at Furman. 
Steele also had three assists and three 
rebounds for the Dukes who com- 
mitted just eight turnovers. 
Joining Steele in double figures 
was junior forward Jimmy Masloff. 
Masloff was four for six from the 
field and two for three from the foul 
line for 10 points. He also pulled 
down a career-high eight rebounds. 
Also -turning in strong perfor- 
mances for JMU were senior center 
Keith Bradley and sophomore for- 
ward Todd Banks. 
Bradley came off the bench to 
contribute nine points — seven in the 
second half — and grab three re- 
bounds in 25 minutes of action. 
Banks, playing a career-high 17 
minutes, scored six second-half 
points and finished the contest with 
five rebounds.^ 
The play of Bradley and Banks 
helped make up for the loss of star- 
See JMU, page 14 *■ 
Gentile leads wrestlers as dual matches begin 
By Scott Tolley 
staff writer 
Sophomore Tony Gentile leads 
a balanced, young JMU wrestling 
team into its first dual match of 
the season this weekend. 
The Dukes, who have 11 
freshmen on the squad this year, 
travel to Fairfax to face George 
Tony Gentile (file photo) 
Mason University, Howard 
University and Salisbury State 
College in a quadrangular meet 
Saturday. 
JMU competed last weekend in 
the Sheridan Wrestling Tourna- 
ment at Lehigh University in 
Bethlehem, Pa. The squad finish- 
ed eighth among eight teams in 
what head coach Dick Besnier 
called one of the two top tour- 
naments on the East Coast. 
The eight-team field consisted 
of six teams ranked among the 
top 25 nationally by "Amateur 
Wrestling News." North 
Carolina State took the tourna- 
ment's team honors. 
Besnier praised his team for a 
good performance in a tough 
tournament. 
The highlight of the tourna- 
ment for JMU was the perfor- 
mance of Gentile. Gentile, a 
freshman All-American last 
season, defeated two nationally- 
ranked opponents in route to win- 
ning the 150-pound weight class 
championship. - 
jGentile (11-2) defeated Wade 
r 
Potter of Lock Haven, who was 
ranked seventh nationally by 
"National Mat News". The 5-4 
semifinal victory avenged an 
earlier loss to Potter. In the final, 
Gentile beat Bloomsburg's Tom 
Fiorvanti, 6-4. Fiorvanti was 
ranked 14th by "Amateur Wrestl- 
ing News". 
Gentile became the first JMU 
wrestler to win a title at the 
Lehigh tournament. 
"He (Gentile) is a very gifted 
athlete," Besnier said. "He's 
hard-nosed, has the tenacity and 
the physical skills. Gentile is in a 
class all by himself." 
Besnier said Gentile is doing all 
the right things on the mat. He 
added that although he is doing 
well right now, Gentile will wres- 
tle better. 
In addition—ao the JMU 
Takedown Tournament, the 
Dukes have competed in three 
tournaments so far this season, 
and Besnier said each tournament 
has been increasingly tougher. 
"We have tried to wrestle in a 
better tournament every time we 
wrestle." Besnier said. "It helps 
to make you better when you 
wrestle better people." 
Besnier will be taking a squad 
into this weekend's quad meet 
that he said is a balanced one, 
with no gaping holes and more 
depth. 
The Dukes will actually be 
competing in three dual matches 
as they wrestle each of the schools 
individually. 
Besnier expects to do well in the 
tournament and said that the 
Dukes should finish 3-0. 
Besnier commented that the 
George Mason and Howard mat- 
ches are important ones because 
both are regional opponents. 
He added that George Mason 
should be the team for the Dukes 
to watch out for. "They've never 
beaten us and I'm sure they'd like 
to." 
"What we are doing this 
semester is to try to get ready for 
next semester." Besnier said. "In 
January, there's all the dual meets 
and that's where all the marbles 
are." 
^ 
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JMU 
»► (Continued from page 13) 
ting   forward   Greg   Mosten,   who 
spent most of the game on the bench 
with foul trouble. Mosten eventually 
fouled out with two points and two 
rebounds in 18 minutes. 
But even without the 6-foot-7 
Mosten, JMU was still able to outre- 
bound Furman 36-31 and contain 
the Paladins' 6-foot-9 George 
Singleton to four points — 15 below 
his season average. 
"Overall, our defense did a good 
job," said Campanelli, whose team 
held Furman to 33 percent (17 of 51) 
shooting for the game. "Singleton 
was a concern for us. I'm pleased 
with the way we contained him." 
Against Campbell (2-1) Friday, 
JMU will have to contain 6-foot-7 
freshman forward Clarence Grier, 
who scores 17.3 points per game. 
Senior forward Larry Canady and 
Andrea McGee also average in dou- 
ble figures for the Camels. 
In the other first round game, 
Fairleigh Dickinson (3-2) — a 65-62 
winner over JMU last season — puts 
a two-game win streak on the line 
against Northern Illinois. 
FDU senior guard Marcus Gaither 
needs just 14 points to become the 
Knights' all-time leading scorer. The 
6-foot-5 Gaither is averaging 15.8 
points, 5.4 rebounds and 5.0 assists 
per game this season. 
Forward Larry Hampton leads the 
Knights in scoring with a 18.0 
average and Mike Payne's seven re- 
bounds per game is best on the team. 
Northern Illinois is 0-1 going into 
last night's game with Wisconsin. 
The Huskies, who lost their season- 
opener to Depaul 73-58, is led by 
All-America candidate Tim Dill ion. 
The 6-foot-9 Dillion scored 19 points 
and had seven rebounds against 
DePaul. 
JMU NotM — Through five 
games, Derek Steele leads the Dukes 
is scoring with an 11.0 average. Eric 
Esch is averaging a team-high 7.2 re- 
bounds. 
talk* Keith Bradley came off the bench to score nine points in JMU's 53-45 victory over Furman Tues- 
day. The Dukes host the JMU Invitational this weekend. (Photo by Greg Fletcher) 
JMU 53 
to . (| 
Player mln ma ma r a pi tp 
MasloM  34 4-6 23 8 2 1 10 
Mosten.... 18 1-3 0-0 2 0 5 2 
Esch  24 1-4 2-2 6 0 4 4 
Steeie  35 4-9 3-3 3 3 4 11 
Brent  21 16 23 2 0 2 4 
Klngland   . . 24 2-5 3-4 - 4 0 0 7 
Bradley  25 4-5 1-3 3 0 2 g 
Banks  17 3-5 0-0 5 1 3 6 
Jackson ... 2 0-0 0-2 1 0 0 0 
TOTALS 200 20-41 3-20 36 6 21 53 
Furman University 4E 
'0 H 
Pliyar mln m-a m-a r a P« IP 
Singleton .. 26 1-7 2-4 3 0 4 4 
Held  35 5-18 0-1 4 4 2 10 
Gllllard  38 4-12 4-8 7 1 3 12 
Geed  1 0-0 (M) 0 0 0 0 
Morris... 12 1-1 (K> 0 0 1 2 
Moore  28 3-5 1-2 8 2 2 7 
Doughton . . 23 1-2 &0 2 4 1 2 
Washington 38 2-5 4-4 4 4 2 8 
Thomas 3 0-1 00 0 0 1 0 
TOTALS 200   17-51   11-19       31   15   18 45 
JMU plans for American's fast breaking style 
•c~- 
Dukes' offense looking to quicken pace 
By Paul Bergeron 
staff writer 
JMU women's basketball team 
plans to have its up-tempo offense in 
high gear tonight against American 
University at 7:30 p.m. here. 
Two defeats at the George 
Washington Invitational last 
weekend evened the Dukes record at 
2-2. 
While a fast-paced offense was the 
key to the two season-opening vic- 
tories, the Dukes offense sputtered 
at GWU. 
"Against Howard and George 
Mason we played a half-court of- 
fense for 40;minutes and that's not 
the type of game I want us to play," 
said JMU coach Shelia Moorman. 
"We'll need to pick up our offense 
against American. 
"Our players were not making the 
proper outlet passes, and that slowed 
any attack we might have had." 
But    an    up-tempo    offense 
shouldn't be too difficult to generate 
tonight according to Moorman as 
she expects the Eagles to be running 
a similar attack. 
"American doesn't have a 
dominating center," she said. 
"Their line up is made of players 5-8 
to 6*0 who love to play a full court 
game. They'll spread out on defense 
and apply full court pressure. There 
will be a lot of action in the game." 
American is led by 5-foot-10 Darci 
Smith and 5-foot-ll Kathy Hughes 
— both guards. 
"They have an advantage at 
height in the guard position, but 
overall we have a taller team," 
Moorman said. 
According to Moorman, the star- 
ting five for JMU is not yet set. 
"We are still looking for five 
players who can play consistently for 
the whole game," she said. "Our 
players worked well together for 
most of the game, but we still don't 
have the right combination for those 
do or die situations." 
The do or die situations Moorman 
spoke of came at the end of both 
losses.   "We   had   leads   in   both 
games, but couldn't hold them. 
"Ineffectiveness at the end of the 
'We still 
don't have the 
right combina- 
tion.' 
game is a sign of a young team, 
which we are. With some experience, 
we hope to become a team able to 
come from behind, instead of one 
that loses leads." 
Sue Manelski, Michelle James and 
freshman Julie Franken have been 
particularly impressive so far accor- 
ding to Moorman. Malenski is 
leading the team in scoring with 16.8 
points per game. James leads the 
team in rebounding with 13.3. 
Franken, 15.5 points and 10 re- 
bounds per game, is second in both 
categories. 
Franken has helped out a lot at 
low post, filling in for the injured 
Deana Meadows. 
"We'd like to get Deana Meadows 
back so Julie can play her natural 
position, power forward. Right now, 
she and Erin Mahony have filled in 
very well," Moorman said. 
Meadows, who re-injured her foot 
in a scrimmage before the season, is 
scheduled to see action again on 
Dec. 17 against Davis & Elkins. 
American holds a 4-1 edge in the 
series against JMU, including a 
68-66 win last year. The Dukes next 
game is Saturday at East Carolina. 
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odds and ends 
Skins will be better in battle of the best 
By Rhett Butler 
staff columnist 
There are three big games in the 
NFL this weekend, the biggest of 
which is Washington at Dallas. 
But the Pittsburgh-N.Y. Jets and 
San Francisco-Buffalo games also 
will have bearing on the playoffs. 
Pittsburgh (plus 2) at New York 
Pittsburgh will have Terry Brad- 
shaw at quarterback for the first 
time this year, and it's just in time. 
The Steelers have looked pathetic in 
the last three weeks, averaging under 
10 points per game. 
The Jets have been unpredictable 
all year, but they've won three in a 
row. If the Jets can score 20 points, 
they should win. $50 on the Jets. 
San Francisco (minus 1) at 
Buffalo. 
The Bills has the third best defense 
in the league. They could also have 
the Buffalo weather on their side. 
Still, San Francisco is the better 
team. If the weather's good the 49ers 
could win big. $50 on San Francisco. 
Washington (plus 2V») at 
Dallas. 
This is the game of the year. The 
Redskins are deep at every position 
and they're playing their best foot- 
ball of the year. The Cowboys are 
well coached and play great at 
home. 
But the Skins are the best team on 
the road in football, and they are the 
winningest team against the spread 
in the last 30 games. The Redskins 
incredible turnover ratio (plus 40) 
gives them an edge in any game. 
Every time I've bet against them this 
year I've been wrong . . . $300 on 
Washington. 
The college bowl games are played 
over Christmas and 
there are two undefeated teams — 
top-ranked Nebraska and second- 
ranked Texas — who think they 
should be national champions. 
Orange Bowl: Nebraska 
(minus 12-/7) vs. Miami 
The Huskers have looked unstop- 
pable this year. Tailback Mike 
Rozier hasn't just looked that way, 
he has been unstoppable. They may 
win this game and become national 
champs, but I don't think they'll 
beat a Howard Schnellenberger team 
by 12 points. $150 on Miami. 
Cotton Bowl: Texas (minus 6) 
vs. Georgia. 
Texas proved it can do a lot of dif- 
ferent things when it inserted a third- 
string quarterback to liven up the 
passing game in a 45-13 win over 
Texas A&M earlier this year. 
Georgia has played only two of 
the nation's top teams. The Bulldogs 
tied Clemson and lost to Auburn. 
$150 on Texas. 
Sugar Bowl: Auburn (minus 3) 
vs. Michigan. 
This should be a good game. 
Michigan has a rushing attack nearly 
as potent as Auburn's. In addition, 
Michigan has one of the best 
defenses in the country. 
Nevertheless, teams better than 
the Wolverines couldn't beat 
Auburn. Tiger running back Bo 
Jackson averages about eight yards 
every time he carries the ball. The 
Tigers still think they've got a shot at 
number one. $50 on Auburn. 
Rose Bowl: Illinois (minus 41/>) 
vs. UCLA 
Jack Trudeau's passing and one of 
the toughest defensive lines in col- 
lege give the Illini the edge. Illinois 
beat Michigan, Ohio State and Iowa 
this season. 
UCLA started the season 0-3-1. 
The Bruins won six of seven after 
that, but the teams they beat had a 
jcombined record of 28-36-3. UCLA 
didn't look much like a bowl team. 
$75 on Illinois. 
Sun Bowl: SMU (minus SV») vs. 
Alabama. 
Southern Methodist really should 
be in a bigger bowl game. They lost 
one game all year — 15-12 to Texas. 
Alabama has a high-powered of- 
fense, but SMU's defense is great. 
The Mustangs will be mad they 
aren't in a big game. Look for them 
to take it out on the Crimson Tide. 
$50 on SMU. 
Season's record 
Last week's results 
Season's total 
Money on hand 
40-28 
minus$100 
plus $260 
$760 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
Newstip? 
Call 6127 
Ifour Life 
this 
. . . and become part of the magic that 
makes Busch Gardens "Come to Life." 
We are looking for people-oriented 
individuals to fill positions of all 
kinds, including ride operators, food service 
workers, cashiers and a host of others. 
You'll work in beautiful surroundings 
and meet interesting people while helping 
to make our own unique brand of magic 
happen. 
So put a little "sparkle" back in your 
life—at Busch Gardens 
COLLEGE DAYS AT 
BUSCH GARDENS 
Accepting applications for college 
students December 19 and 20 from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Personnel 
Office, Busch Gardens. 
Note: Accepting applications from the 
general public beginning January 10, 1984 
BUSCH 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. M/F/H 
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Wie wpoint 
20/20 hindsight 
A semester review 
Here's the highlights of 
the almost-gone semester: 
► Carrier leaving? — University 
President Ronald Carrier is one of 
the top three candidates for the posi- 
tion of chancellor at the University 
of Arkansas-Fayetteville. 
Carrier has said he will decide this 
week whether to take the job if it is 
offered to him, but he will be going 
to Fayetteville Monday for an inter- 
view ... r- 
► lfie7i?>e^w>nflict unresolved 
— The namesofmerit pay recipients 
were published within each depart- 
ment this year, but the Faculty 
Senate voted to have the names of 
merit pay recipients published in the 
JMU News. However, Fred Hilton, 
assistant to the vice president for 
university relations, rejected that 
proposal, calling merit pay a person- 
nel matter. 
The Faculty Senate then voted to 
publish the names in their meeting 
minutes, but a state assistant at- 
torney general said that might also 
violate the Virginia Privacy and Pro- 
tection Act. President Carrier said 
the university would follow that opi- 
nion. 
► Budget crisis — Govenor Robb 
ordered all state agencies to cut their 
budgets an additional 1.5 percent, 
but    prohibited   universities   from 
making up the difference by raising 
tuition. 
Carrier says the govenor's actions 
threaten the quality of a JMU educa- 
tion. 
► Greek housing plan approved 
— The JMU Board of Visitors pass- 
ed a scaled-down plan for a Greek 
housing complex to be built across 
Interstate 81. 
The original plan called for a $9 
million complex with 20 units hous- 
ing 40 people each. The approved 
plan contains 22 units housing 30 
people each. 
► Graduation changes? — After 
last spring's fiasco, the administra- 
tion has been studying a satellite for- 
mat in which each of the five schools 
would hold its own ceremony. 
Even if the format isn't changed, 
some traditions may. An ad hoc 
committee studying changes might 
eliminate the time-consuming tradi- 
tion of shaking President Carrier's 
hand. But the SGA has supported 
keeping the tradition, as well as the 
addition of a guest speaker. 
The Faculty' Senate has requested 
that alcohol be prohibited from the 
ceremony. 
The above editorial was written by 
Ross Richardson, The Breeze's editorial 
editor. It Is the opinion of Richardson, 
Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor Daniel 
Flnnegan and Assistant Editorial Editor 
Cay Fultz. 
WWYTHE BI6FUSS? He's N6T GOKIC^ST! 
World stability would cure 'epidemic' 
"*' 
I have found this semester to be one of the most 
politically controversial times of my life. As I pro- 
ceeded through the past months I found myself in- 
creasingly aware that world stability seemed to be, 
and still seems to be, at an all time low. 
Cubans are in South America, Afghanistan are 
trying to wrest the heavy Russian hand from their 
country. We have armed forces fighting and dying 
in Lebanon and Grenada. And the threat of a 
nuclear holocaust hangs over our heads, promising 
to end the world in a few short hours. 
Many times I found myself trying to interpret 
and rationalize these events. Could the present in- 
stability escalate to wars as terrifying as World 
Wars I and II? As brutal as Vietnam or as 
relentless as the Thirty Years' War in the Holy 
Land? 
Many prophesize the next war will be the end of 
the human race as we know it. How can we prevent 
this from happening? 
The most feasible answer is simply the promo- 
tion and preservation of world stability. The more 
stable our world becomes, the greater the chance 
for peace. 
Is this hope for peace and stability a realistic one 
with more than 40 wars raging around our world? I 
oelieve so, but we must look at war with a different 
attitude. In his book Why Nations Go to War, 
John G. Stoessinger compares war to a sickness i r 
epidemic. He says the eradication of this epidemic 
will be no easy task: "No murderous epidemic has 
ever been conquered without exposure, pain, and 
danger, or by ignoring the bacilli." 
If we truly want world peace we must be willing 
to commit ourselves to stopping those who are pro- 
moting instability. Russia and her close allies are 
bent on promoting revolution world-wide. This is 
part of their policy. This is fart. 
We must do all we can to discourage them from 
carrying out this policy which threatens to destroy 
us. Sadly, what this really means is that at times we 
must use force equal to that which opposes us.' 
More specifically men must die for peace. 
The fact that good men must die so that others 
may live in peace is the most gross injustice of war, 
and a horror hard to rationalize. 
The present stand the United States takes pro- 
motes world stability. We have committed 
ourselves to stability in the Middle East and South 
America and we have had men die in these areas. 
Let us not let them die for nothing. We must 
stand fast and continue to work for peac« in these 
and all parts of the world so that one day we can 
live in peace. As many have stated, there is no road 
to peace: peace is the road. We must build this 
road at all costs; our future and the future of 
generations to come depends upon it. 
Mike Page is a junior majoring in political science 
and public administration. 
/ 
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Readers' Forum 
Campusquote 
"What art you really going to be 
doing on reading day?" 
"I'm going to be 
home, shopping." 
Liz Cclano 
Junior 
music managamant 
"I'll recover from 
Thursday night. Then 
we're going to have a 
study session at the 
AXP house, and then 
party until I forget - 
what I learned that 
day." 
Stava Brock 
aophomoro 
graphic art 
"Probably recover- 
ing from the night 
before, but hopefully 
I'll be studying." 
Brian Thorp 
junior 
accounting 
"Well, I have 
rehearsals from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. I guess 
catching up on 
reading, but it won't 
be until night." 
Jonny Hoofl 
aophomoro 
mualc education 
"I will probably 
sleep in uritil about 
noon, go to happy 
hour and then go to 
work." 
Bill Bradley 
•on tor 
political adonca 
"Trying to find a 
ride home for a con- 
cert." 
Laura MIMfton 
aophomera 
apooch pathology 
1 
Enough is enough! 
Columnist a 'leech' 
To the editor: 
Enough is enough!I've been reading Pat Plum- 
mer's articles since the beginning of this semester. - 
Not one article has been printed in which Plummer 
' didn't have his hand out begging the government 
for something else to be given to him on a silver 
platter and in the Dec. 1 issue of The Breeze, it's 
.financial aid. 
Admittedly, a valid case was offered for those 
who are religiously bound, but, I fear, that is not 
the case with Plummer. If your government gives 
you a loan, surely, you should put up a little col- . 
lateral as you would for any other loan. 
Our government asks you to sign a paper which 
states you will fight for the freedom of our coun- 
try. If you don't want to fight, you have no right to 
live in the United States nor should his family. 
I know if I were to go to war I surely wouldn't 
want to protect the likes of Plummer and com- 
pany. He is a festering coward and leech who has 
directly made a mockery of everyone who has died 
for our country. 
As far as I am concerned, I would deny him any 
funds on the grounds of his previous public 
statements. Why should our government support 
anyone if theyaren'twilling to support it in return? 
Charles A. Crlssey 
senior 
communication arts 
Breeze called Irresponsible 
To the editor. 
I am amazed at the irrespon- 
sibility reflected in The Breeze's 
Dec. 1 editorial. 
I admit I love the spectacle of 
hundreds of rolls of toilet paper 
flying through the air 
simultaneously just as much if 
not more than the next person 
and I was disappointed when I 
read that the practice was 
discouraged due to the alleged 
health hazard it imposed on 
spectators at the games. 
However, I think the fact that 
the majority of students at JMU 
complied with the request that 
toilet paper not be thrown at 
future games, instead of 
selfishly doing it anyway, has a 
lot to say about the maturity of 
the student body... 
...Attitudes such as those 
espoused by the editors of The 
Breeze are hardly the kind that 
should be condoned by law- 
abiding citizens... 
Frank M. Hlgglns 
sophomore 
communication arts 
...When students have at last 
responded to administrative 
wishes in a responsible way, it is 
disappointing to see The Breeze 
supporting irresponsible 
behavior... 
The article's implication was 
that throwing toilet paper, 
despite the wishes of the ad- 
ministration, is a proper avenue 
of contestation. This is an un- 
fortunate  error   in  judgment. 
Letters to the editor are a pro- 
per avenue. Complaints to the 
Sports Information Office are a 
proper avenue... 
...While it is uncertain why 
the student body did not exhibit 
its usual rebellious spirit, it is 
refreshing, for whatever 
reasons, to see students respon- 
ding responsibly to the ad- 
ministration. 
Throwing toilet paper may 
reflect the "awesome" JMU 
spirit, but that spirit may be 
communicated just as well in 
safer, more, responsible ways. I 
commend my peers for their 
quasi-boycott of white tissue. 
BUI Threlkeid 
senior 
geography 
Registration not hassle-free 
To the editor 
This letter is a verbal response to the post- 
registration editorial cartoon in the Nov. 21 
issue of The Breeze. 
I believe the "syndrome" depicted is a fair 
representation of the conditions of some 
students after the infamous registration 
period. I can certainly empathize with post- 
registration bluest 
As history indicates, registration isn't a 
hassle-free process. However, the solution to 
this problem isn't a remedy for the "post- 
registration syndrome" but rather an altera- 
tion in the actual process to alleviate some of 
the causes that lead to the frustration. 
As a result of some research done for my 
small group project, I have discovered a fair- 
ly simplistic solution suggested by Dr. 
Reubush, Director of Admissions and 
Records. It consists of a two-day add-drop 
period at the end of registration that would 
allow for schedule adjustments, course open- 
ings, and shorter lines during add-drop in 
January. 
Other colleges and universities such as 
William and Mary and Virginia Tech use ad- 
ditional days after the inital registration 
period to adjust schedules. The adoption of 
an extra add-drop period would help improve 
registration in several ways. 
First, it would benefit students by giving 
them more time and opportunity to finalize a 
schedule that adequately suits their needs. 
Secondly, classes would >be more settled 
during the first two weeks of the new 
semester since fewer students would have to 
wait in the second add-drop line. 
Third and most importantly, it could 
lessen or eliminate the increasingly more 
common "post-registration syndrome." 
Kelly A. Plppen 
sophomore 
communication arts 
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V 'CsV*^   Come to >f Busch Gardens » -and "Come to Life." )$*&$ 
Busch Gardens • The Old Country, America's   "y*. 
European theme park is conducting auditions 
for dancers, singers, musicians, variety artists, actors, 
technicians .and supervisors. You could be part of the 
Busch Gardens magic. So get your act together and 
Come to Life" at our 1984 Auditions. 
Audition Dates: 
Winchester, VA 
Wednesday, Jan. 11, 
1-6 p.m. 
Shenandoah Conservatory 
Student Activity Building 
-BUSCH 
GARDENS 
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Wishing You A 
Happy Holiday Season 
Tk Bwfcj Stop 
Holiday Hours 
Open Nightly Till 9 p.m. 
Monday • Friday 
Clothing To Fit Your Lifestyle 
Rolling Stones 
"UNDERCOVER" 
Only $5.99 
Maxell UDXL-II90 2 for $5.79 
TDK SA-90 2 for $5.79 
New Cassettes: $8.98, list for $6.49 
FREE MAXELL POSTER WITH PURCHASE 
OF 6 UDXL-I1 90's 
«6 E. Market Si. 
COD 
4M-R2D2 
The Committee 
requests the pleasure 
of your company 
at 
SOUTHERN STATES NIGHT 
honoring 
University of Virginia 
James Madison 
University of Richmond 
at 
Studio 54 
254 W. 54 
NYC . 
Friday, January 6,1984 
Doors Open 9 pm. 
Complimentary admission \fyith this ad 
until 10 p.m.; after 10 p.m.-$10 pp. 
Admits two 
Dress: Jacket and Tie 
-clip this ad for admission- 
JIFFY 66 AND MARKET 
Busch & Natural Light  .. $1.99 
Busch & Natural Light 12 pack ' '$4.09 
Bud & Bud Light  $2 39 
Moosehead  $2 99 
Heineken     $3 59 
Miller ponies   $ 1 85 
Globel 6 pack  $1 69 
Michelob 6 pack bottles $2 39 
Wiedemann 6 pack  $1 59 
Meister Brau 6 pack     $1 99 
Kegs 
^
ch
    ('/2)$28.99 
Bud (Vi) $36.00 ('/<) $23.99 
I™" IV (W) $31.95 0/4) 20.95 
SfiSn C/2) $28.99 C/4) 15.95 
"
ld
 
Ml
"   C/J)$28.99(</«)$ 17.99 
Coors (!*) $35.99 ('/«) 19.99 
Long Necks 
S°°" i $9.50 
*
U
*
ch $7.99 Bud
    $9 99 
oidMiii ;;;;;;     J799 
National Boh t«; QQ 
BudLi
*
ht ■v"^^"":^;::::::;::::::iM9 
Milklgal  $199 
Cigarettes Reg $6.35 itXTs $6^5 
Dr. Pepper 6 ppck non-returnable JJ 39 
Please have I.D. 
433-8559 
->- 
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Marines attacked again; 
four killed by PLO bomb 
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Militia gunners 
poured heavy machine-gun fire at the U.S. 
Marine base at Beirut airport Tuesday while a 
PLO bomb killed four and wounded 46 in 
Jerusalem. 
No U.S. casualties were reported in the 
machine-gun attack, the first on the American 
contingent of the multinational peacekeeping 
force since an artillery barrage killed eight 
Marines and wounded two Sunday. 
The Marines at the airport responded to the 
machine-gun bursts with fire from tank guns 
and anti-tank weapons. The fire came from an 
area controlled by Druse and Shiite militias. 
The PLO bomb blew apart a bus stopped at 
a traffic light in the Jewish section of 
Jerusalem. 
It was the bloodiest attack on civilians in 
Israel since Israeli forces invaded Lebanon 18 
months ago in an attempt to smash the 
Palestinian Liberation Organization. 
It was also the worst terrorist attack in 
Jerusalem in more than five years. 
The PLO in Tripoli claimed responsibility, 
saying, "This operation comes to escalate the 
actions of the Palestinian revolution against 
the Israeli occupiers." 
In Tripoli, PLO loyalists were reported 
ready to evacuate the Lebanese port city in 
several days. 
Czech students 
protest missiles 
VIENNA, Austria — 
Czechoslovakian students 
have started a petition cam- 
paign against the stationing of 
new Soviet nuclear missiles in 
their country, an emigre 
source said Tuesday. 
Petitions are being cir- 
culated in Brno, about 124 
miles southeast of Prague, 
and other cities. The text of 
the petition and the number of 
signatures were not known. 
Czechoslovakia and East 
Germany are members of the 
Soviet-led, seven-nation War- 
saw Pact military alliance. 
The two countries have agreed 
to the placing of the new 
missiles on their soil in 
response to NATO's deploy- 
ment of Pershing 2 and cruise 
missiles in Western Europe. 
Kremlin officials 
hold news conference 
MOSCOW — Top Kremlin 
officials Monday rejected 
Western "wishful thinking" 
that the Soviets might return 
to intermediate-range missile 
talks and hinted that strategic 
arms talks are headed toward 
a similar stalemate. 
The Soviets, at a rare news 
conference for foreign and 
Soviet reporters, also reaf- 
firmed Moscow's intention to 
match the new U.S. medium- 
range missiles in Europe with 
Soviet submarine missiles off 
the American coast. 
The Soviets also denounced 
the U.S. air strikes on Syrian 
positions in Lebanon, saying 
Moscow will support those 
fighting "Israeli and 
American aggression." 
— Associated Press 
Death row inmate 
dies of heart attack 
RICHMOND — Manuel Quintana, a 
Virginia death row inmate who refused a 
$735,000 heart operation at state expense, 
died Tuesday from a heart-related illness", 
according to a state Department of Correc- 
tions spokesman. 
Quintana, 30, had been convicted in Arl- 
ington County in 1981 of beating a 72-year- 
old woman to death with a hammer during 
a robbery. 
Quintana, a native of Cuba, suffered 
two heart attacks earlier this year but refus- 
ed a triple-bypass operation that might 
have prolonged his life. 
His scheduled Aug. 18 execution date 
had been postponed pending appeals. 
"To my knowledge, not certainly in re- 
cent time, has there been a death row in- 
mate who died before his execution date," 
said Department of Corrections spokesman 
Wayne Farrar. 
Robb endorses Glenn 
ALEXANDRIA — Gov. Charles Robb 
endorsed Sen. John Glenn for president 
Monday, but conceded his nomination and 
election "will be a bit of an uphill battle." 
Robb endorsed Glenn at a news con- 
ference, declaring the Ohio Democrat is 
"clearly the right man for a very important 
period in our history." 
Public opinion will not 
set rates, says chairman 
RICHMOND — The law — not public 
opinion — will determine whether Virginia 
consumers bear the expense of a $650 
million utility construction writeoff, the 
chairman of the State Corporation Com- 
mission said Tuesday. 
by the way 
Bear killed in   - 
Charlottesville 
CHARLOTTESVILLE - Police shot 
and killed a 200-pound black bear after 
failing to herd the animal outside the city 
and back to the foothills of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. 
Bowen said attempts to steer the bear out 
of Charlottesville had almost succeeded 
when the animal was distracted by some 
dogs. The bear was shot as it wandered 
near the University of Virginia. 
A bear was also spotted last week on the 
campus of James Madison University. 
Bikers help deliver 
toys for needy kids 
LOS ANGELES - These "Santa 
Clauses" wore black leather jackets and 
rode motorcycles, but they still helped 
deliver more than 20,000 toys for needy 
children. . .. _ 
Hundreds of members of an association 
of Southern California biker clubs made 
their 11th annual Toy Run to the Los 
Angeles Sports Arena on Sunday, covering 
its floor with a mountain of toys. 
— Associated Press 
nation 
Reagan names four 
to civil rights 
commission 
WASHINGTON — Presi- 
dent Reagan named four peo- 
ple to the U.S. Commission 
on Civil Rights Tuesday. 
But Reagan dropped one 
member of the commisiion, 
Mary Louise Smith. Smith is a 
moderate Republican whose 
reappointment Democrats 
said was supposed to be part 
of a compromise that allowed 
the panel to remain in ex- 
istance. 
Under legislation signed 
Nov. 30, the president ap- 
points four commission 
members and Congress names 
the other four. That legisla- 
tion revived the commission, 
which had expired under an 
earlier law. 
Tornadoes, floods 
strike Deep South 
One person was killed, 
houses were torn from foun- 
dations, sleeping people were 
tossed into the streets and 
barns were reduced to mat- 
chsticks as tornadoes and 
floods hit the Deep South 
Tuesday. 
Sections of Selma, Ala., 
were leveled. A housing pro- 
ject and college dormitory 
were smashed. 
In La Place, La., 100 peo- 
ple were left homeless. 
Mondale favored 
for NOW support 
WASHINGTON — Former 
Vice President Walter Mon- 
dale is favored to win the for- 
mal presidential endorsement 
from the National Organiza- 
tion for Women this weekend. 
But California Sen. Alan 
Cranston is putting up an ef- 
fective fight for the nomina- 
tion, NOW officials said. 
Ohio Sen. John Glenn's 
chances for NOW's backing 
in the Democratic presidential 
race evaporated with his 
refusal to back federal 
homosexual rights legislation. 
Winning the endorsement 
of the 250,000-member 
organization could mean the 
votes of millions of women in 
the 1984 elections. 
Giant panda 
seriously ill 
WASHINGTON — Ling- 
Ling, a giant panda at the Na- 
tional Zoo, is seriously ill with 
kidney problems and her pro- 
gnosis for recovery is poor, a 
zoo official said Tuesday. 
Robert Hoag, special assis- 
tant to the zoo director, said 
Ling-Ling is suffering from 
kidney dysfunction and severe 
anemia. 
Accidental bombing 
blamed on computer 
SANTA ANA, Calif. — 
The accidental bombing of a 
40-member Marine platoon 
during a summer exercise was 
caused by a miscoded com- 
puter, officials said Tuesday. 
— Associated Press 
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JAMES MADISON 
"HOLIDAY BASH" 
AT 
WINSTONS 
OF GEORGETOWN 
333-3150 
8:00pm 
Thursday 
December 22nd 
Music By Nards 
Reduced Food 
& Beverages 
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